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BIOGRAPHY
For three years, Todd was active in classified
missions supporting counter terrorism. Under
the control of the National Command Authority,
he traveled throughout the world supporting
missions for SEAL Team Six and Delta Force.

As a Special Operations pilot, L. Todd Wood flew
missions for Seal Team 6 and Delta Force. He’s
on a new mission now -- to protect the American
way of life and rescue it from the destructive
grip of the socialist ideology that threatens its
sovereignty and everything that makes this
country great.
With his real-world experience in finance and
national security, along with a passion for history,
Todd sees and reports on threats to our nation,
zeroing in on the warning signs of potential
dangers.
A native of Georgia, Todd left Savannah in 1982
to attend the United States Air Force Academy
in Colorado Springs, Colo., to study aeronautical
engineering. Graduating in 1986, he immediately
entered flight school.
His initial assignment was flying combat search
and rescue helicopters at Elmendorf Air Force
Base, Alaska. Besides flying local rescue missions,
he was deployed throughout Asia. During this
time, Todd was credited with saving many lives
and even more assists. He also earned a master’s
degree in engineering management from the
University of Alaska, Anchorage during his Alaska
tenure.
In 1990 he upped the danger level, volunteering
for Special Operations. After being assigned to
the 20th Special Operations Squadron at Hurlburt
Field, Fla., in 1991, he was deployed to Kuwait,
flying MH-53J Pave Low helicopters.

Now a noted author, one of Todd’s first forays
into the publishing world was to place an article
about special operations aviation in a 1994 Armed
Force’s Journal.
After retiring from the Air Force in 1994 as a
Captain, Todd looked to pursue another of his
passions, finance. During this second career
at an investment bank he became highly
knowledgeable in emerging markets fixed income
and traveled a great deal internationally. Although
he’s conducted business in over forty different
countries, his emerging markets work focused on
the Caribbean.
It was as a bond trader on Wall Street that he
became acutely aware of the consequences of
economic decisions and their effect on national
and economic security.
Building on the first-hand experience he gained
throughout his lifetime, Todd made the decision
to leave the financial business in 2011 to write
full-time. His novels, as well as his columns, reflect
his deep conviction that America needs to be
warned about the consequences of political – and
business – decision-making.
Economic thriller, “Currency,” was published in
December of 2011. His second novel, “Sugar,”
which deals with energy policy and government
corruption was published in June 2013. Another
suspense page-turner, “Delta,” was published in
2014. His latest release is “Motherland.”
L. Todd Wood is a columnist at The Washington
Times and frequent contributor to, Fox Business,
The Moscow Times, Zero Hedge, The New York
Post, Newsmax TV, and others. He splits his time
between New York City and Moscow.
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Title of book: 			

CURRENCY

ISBN: 			

978-0990419860

Paperback Retail/Distributor:

$19.99/$11.99

Hardback Retail/Distributor:

$24.99/$19.99

Category: 			

Historical Thriller

Publisher:			

IceBox Publishing

DESCRIPTION:

Economic Thriller! An incredible story of power, romance, revenge and international finance spanning
three centuries. The issues could not be more timely! “Currency combines history, finance, romance and
action into a timely and entertaining read on a subject that has serious economic and national security
implications.

AUTHOR INFO:

As a Special Operations pilot, L. Todd Wood flew missions for Seal Team Six and Delta Force. He’s on
a new mission now to protect the American way of life and rescue it from the destructive grip of the
socialist ideology that threatens its sovereignty and everything that makes this country great.
With his real-world experience in finance and national security, along with a passion for history, Todd
sees and reports on threats to our nation, zeroing in on the warning signs of potential dangers.
After retiring from the U.S. Air Force, he pursued a second passion in finance and became an
accomplished international businessman. Todd is the author of four historical thrillers, several short
stories and is a sought-after security and political analyst by media outlets in America and overseas.
He can also be heard every Wednesday at 6:30 a.m. on the Steve Gruber Show.
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Paperback Retail/Distributor:

$19.99/$11.99

Category: 			

Historical Thriller

Publisher:			

IceBox Publishing

DESCRIPTION:

Connor Murray is back! While fighting for his life in a personal crisis, Connor realizes to his shock, he
must also fight his own government. Corrupt officials are tied to an ancient cause that is still playing
itself out in a very real way in our lives today. And what is sugar? Sugar at its root is energy. Who controls
energy controls the world. The black helicopters are coming...

AUTHOR INFO:

As a Special Operations pilot, L. Todd Wood flew missions for Seal Team Six and Delta Force. He’s on
a new mission now to protect the American way of life and rescue it from the destructive grip of the
socialist ideology that threatens its sovereignty and everything that makes this country great.
With his real-world experience in finance and national security, along with a passion for history, Todd
sees and reports on threats to our nation, zeroing in on the warning signs of potential dangers.
After retiring from the U.S. Air Force, he pursued a second passion in finance and became an
accomplished international businessman. Todd is the author of four historical thrillers, several short
stories and is a sought-after security and political analyst by media outlets in America and overseas.
He can also be heard every Wednesday at 6:30 a.m. on the Steve Gruber Show.
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Paperback Retail/Distributor:

$19.99/$11.99

Hardback Retail/Distributor:

$24.99/$19.99
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Historical Thriller

Publisher:			

IceBox Publishing

DESCRIPTION:

Rafe Savaryn is happy. He’s in Venice writing a novel on the Renaissance, enjoying being alone after a
devastating divorce. He’s trying to answer the question, what makes societies fail? Then a stunningly
beautiful woman walks into his life and leads him on a horrifying journey back to the Dark Ages where
the answer to his question is revealed.

AUTHOR INFO:

As a Special Operations pilot, L. Todd Wood flew missions for Seal Team Six and Delta Force. He’s on
a new mission now to protect the American way of life and rescue it from the destructive grip of the
socialist ideology that threatens its sovereignty and everything that makes this country great.
With his real-world experience in finance and national security, along with a passion for history, Todd
sees and reports on threats to our nation, zeroing in on the warning signs of potential dangers.
After retiring from the U.S. Air Force, he pursued a second passion in finance and became an
accomplished international businessman. Todd is the author of four historical thrillers, several short
stories and is a sought-after security and political analyst by media outlets in America and overseas.
He can also be heard every Wednesday at 6:30 a.m. on the Steve Gruber Show.

SPEAKING TOPICS
1. WINTER IS COMING: How Overwhelming Debt Threatens National Security and How
to Save Your Children’s Future Before It’s Too Late
The United States is stumbling toward $30 trillion in sovereign debt, a staggering figure that not
only impacts the economy, but poses geopolitical and national security consequences as well. Most
Americans do not understand how the bond market works and how economic security is intertwined
with national security. L. Todd Wood, with both tier one U.S. military experience and two decades on
Wall Street, has been raising these issues nationally since the turn of the decade. Audience takeaways:
»»
»»
»»
»»

What every American should understand about sovereign debt and interest rates
Why is the bond market so powerful?
How debt impacts national security and your children’s future
3 questions you should ask your Congressman or Senator – now

2. DECODING RUSSIA: Understanding the Road to Peace
Since the fall of the Iron Curtain, the Russian Federation and its leader, Vladimir Putin, have mystified
the Western world. L. Todd Wood has studied Russia since the 1980s while in the military and also as
a civilian trading emerging market debt. He lives in Moscow part time. With this relevant knowledge,
he’s aptly qualified to explain what Putin really wants and how he is going about getting it. Always the
storyteller, Todd will use his sometimes humorous personal stories to show audiences what is happening
in Russia today and why. Audiences will learn:
»»
»»
»»
»»

About the Russian psyche – are they communists? Are they evil?
Whether Russia is a potential ally? Why?
What does Putin want?
10 things you need to know, but haven’t learned from the government – or the media

3. WHAT IS HYBRID WARFARE AND HOW CAN IT KILL YOU?
Russia and the Islamic State have been using a concept of warfare that goes beyond the total war of the
twentieth century. Information and deception are now key tools being deployed throughout an enemy’s
society to destroy and weaken from within. How is this happening to the United States and the West
today? As he speaks, L. Todd Wood paints a too-real picture of how our enemies infiltrate and seduce our
youth to carry out attacks on our own soil. Audience takeaways:
»»
»»
»»
»»

How to critically examine information and understand the agenda behind it
Examine how to think like the enemy and how to use this knowledge
5 steps every American or Westerner should do to counter the deception and subterfuge
How you can protect your own family, especially impressionable youth

